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Abstract

In keeping with the fourth industrial revolution, IoT-based environments are being implemented everywhere, 
and as a result, there is an increasing number of cases in which various types of sensed data are utilized 
efficiently. In particular, the number of multimedia application cases using smart devices is increasing, and 
there is an increasing number of cases in which large amounts of data are used as fast and convenient as small 
amounts of data. Given the increasing size of files used in smart devices, the study designed a modified Htree 
based on journaling meta data management in Ext4-based smart devices and analyzed performance through 
experiments of various methods. Performance evaluation analysis using IOZone and Hdread shows that the 
data size of 100Mbyte compared to the data input / output of existing htree is 10% or more, and that of the 
super large capacity file of 500Mbyte or more is 5% or more. 
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1. Introduction
IoT is a natural by-product of the development of the ICT industry and is rapidly emerging as a trend. 

The spread of IoT contributes to the development of national competitiveness by providing various 

convenience to individual life and developing various industries that can utilize data[1,2].

Most of the devices for IoT spread are smart devices. From the viewpoint of smart data management and 

search, as the IoT spreads, the number of devices that collect a large amount of usable data has been 

increased, and data management in consideration of a vast amount of data characteristics has been 

increasing [1-3]. Gartner, an American consulting firm, predicted that global IT spending would reach $4.5 

trillion by 2022 and predicted that data center system spending would be the highest, suggesting that the 

importance of data management systems has increased [4].

As announced by Gartner, Android-based smart devices are increasingly being commonplace as major 

devices for network and data transmission with various sensors in IoT environments [4-5]. 

Android-based smart devices commonly use the Ext4 file system, and the Ext4 file system has features 

such as extents and journaling that are superior to existing file systems when storing large files. Figure 1 

shows the data input / output performance for Ext4 compared to the existing file systems (Ext2 / Ext3)
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[1][6]. Performance analysis of reading and writing data of relatively small size less than 1Mbyte was 

analyzed through IOZone (Jan,2016)[1,7,13]. However, as the ratio of important information such as 

personal information input / output through smart device increases, it is necessary to secure the stability of 

personal information related data through journaling and to improve the performance of reading / writing. 

The study improved the stability of data management by journaling and modified the htree algorithm so 

that Ext4 can read / write data more quickly and stably. 

2. Related work

2.1 Filesystem-Ext4

Ext4 file system are file system that supports 1Ebyte volume and 16Tbyte file. It is efficient for mass 

storage system, uses journaling method by default and is widely used in current Linux operating system [1, 

2]. Ext4 distinguishes and manages disks in block units of 4 Kbytes, and manages 32,768 blocks as block 

groups. It also uses Flex, a large block grouping unit that groups 16 block groups. Extent base management, 

the extent is one descriptor indicating the range of the consecutively stored physical block [8] and holds 

detailed information on the storage location of the file composed of blocks. Extent allows retrieval of data 

through up to 2 concatenations, thus reducing metadata [9]

Ext4 in ode Extents allocates 60bytes larger than the existing file system and has the following structure.

Table 1. Ext4 inode structure [1]

Each extent consists of a group of blocks. For a minimum of 4k, four extents can be used to store a 16k 

file, and a maximum of 128Mbyte can hold a file size of 512M if four extents are used [1]. If four extents 

are exceeded, an Htree operated by a hashing algorithm is used [7, 8]. Journal checksum is a way to 

calculate the CRC32 value for a journal transaction and store it in the journal checksum block. The Journal 

Checksum feature makes it easier to search for errors through a comparison of CRC32 values in the event 

of a transaction failure, and allows data to be written to disk regardless of whether header blocks and 

metadata blocks are written to disk [1]. Flexibility of in node and block allocation, Ext4 has 256 bytes of 

inode size that can store additional information compared to existing file system and can store metadata of 

special nature such as file access control list for additional space [1,10]. The extent of the in ode is only 60 

bytes, and the leaf nodes use the whole block [1]. 

If eh-> depth is false the visit algorithm for the leaf node block is executed, and if not, the visit algorithm 

for the index node block is executed. Table 2 shows the leaf node block [11].

header(12bytes) | extent0(12bytes) | extent1(12bytes) | extent2(12bytes) | extent3(12bytes)(a) Allocation of extents 

struct ext4_extent {

_le32 ee_block ; / first logical extent covers */ 

_le16 ee_len ; /* number of blocks coveres by extent */

_le16 ee_start_hi; /* high 16 bits of physical block*/

_le32 ee_start_io; /* low 32 bits of physical block */}; /* from ext4_extents.h */(b) Structure 
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Table 2. Ext4 node selection algorithm [6, 8, 14]

3. Metadata Management Based Modified Htree for Smart Device File Management

3.1 Modeling & Research method

This is a management method for large files that are used when 4 or more extents are used for the Htree 

used by the Ext4 file system.

Today in various multimedia contents, such as listening to e-learning course through mobile, etc. the file 

size of 512Mbyte or more, not called a large-capacity file anymore. 

The read performance of Ext4 file system is much higher than that of other file systems. However, it was 

observed that writing is not superior to existing file system due to journaling and journal checksum. 

Table 3 shows the pseudo-code that manages the buffer block in this study.

Table 3. Pseudo code for buffer block management

Root node information is inserted in the first area of the parent node management table, and metadata 

for the large amount of data to be inserted is managed from the following page

3.2 Performance evaluation analysis

IOZONE was used for the analysis[12][13]. We experimented with IOZONE. In this experiment, the file 

size was set from 100Mbyte to 2Gbyte, and evaluated the write performance of the existing Ext4, which 

was relatively lacking, compared to other file systems. 

Also, -U and –o options were set in the experiment so that the file system's buffer cache is applied when 

reading and writing files.

By applying the buffer cache, the file system is remounted to flush the buffer cache at the time of read 

struct ext4_extent_header *eh = (struct ext4_extent_header *)block;

if(eh ->depth) 

do_index_node(eh, block)
else

do_leaf_node(eh, block) 

Buffer block management ()
Input: Metadata for the file
Output: Buffer block management and metadata modification
{
While (Unmount)
{
If (size of file < 512 Mbyte ) 
     { Managing metadata in the buffer block management table}
If (size of file >= 512Mbyte || size of file <10Gbyte)

{ Buffer block management table metadata => Transfer to parent node management table }
If (file size >=10Gbyte)
    Start metadata management using B * tree
}
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request, and write is performed synchronously at the time of write request.

In the experiment, the buffer cache application is set so that the experimental environment is set to be 

similar to the environment in which actual file I / O occurs. 

Table 4. IOZONE setting value

Benchmark tool factor setting value

IOZONE

(result : 

Kbytes/sec)

Seq.Read / Seq.Write
file size : 100M,512M,1G

Record Length : 4K

Rnd.Read / Rnd.Writ
file size : 100M,512M,1G

Record Length : 4K

Table 5. Write and rewrite performance analysis using IOZone

Hread can measure the total number of reads and performance of files over a period of time [12]. 

Since benchmark tools for this test are only Windows-based performance tests, VMware was installed 

in Linux and experiments were conducted through mounting NMMFS and Ext4. 

The files added to the experiment are shown as Threads in Figure 26. Thread 1 is a large capacity 700 

Mbyte avi file and Thread 2 is a smaller large file which is a 500 Mbyte avi file. Thread 3 and 4 are 

respectively 100Mbyte avi files and 200Kbyte avi files.

1) Writing and rewriting performance evaluation for 100Mbyte files

Division Ext4 Modified Ext4 Improvement rate

Writer Report 258511 286996 11%

Re-writer Report 248613 278700 12%

2) Writing and rewriting performance evaluation for 512Mbyte files

Division Ext4 Modified Ext4 Improvement rate

Writer Report 112929 123501 9%

Re-writer Report 144192 146738 2%

3) Writing and rewriting performance evaluation for 1Gbyte files

Division Ext4 Modified Ext4 Improvement rate

Writer Report 79487 81903 3%

Re-writer Report 84079 84301 0%
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[Figure 6] Reading performance analysis using Hread 

The proposed Ext4 file system

Figure 1. Ext4 file system Evaluation with Hread

If the modified Htree algorithm based on the modified journaling meta-data management as described 

above is used, it is possible to see an improvement of 5% or more even in the case of large files compared 

to the existing Ext4. 

4. Discussion
The use of smart devices is increasing, IOT-based life is becoming more active, and data utilization using 

smart devices is increasing. Especially, as the use of large-capacity multimedia data increases, researches 

on efficient management of large-capacity files through smart devices are needed.

The study proposed a modified Htree based on journaling metadata for effective large file management 

among Ext4 file system data management methods used in smart devices based on the Android operating 

system. The study divided into 1) when 4 or fewer extents are needed, 2) when 4 or more extents are needed 

and Htree is used 3) when very large files are used, proposed a method to utilize buffer block management 

or use parent node table, and in case of very large files, proposed a method to manage metadata effectively 

using modified B*tree. 

As suggestions of this study, for large files larger than 1 Gbyte, there was no significant performance 

change. This is due to the additional effort to manage in the parent node table and the computation time 

needed to convert to a modified B*tree. It is planned in the future to continue research in order to address 

these overhead of computation time.
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